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Introduction to the Office of Tax Simplification



Introducing the OTS

Who we are
- independent adviser to Government on tax simplification – since 2010
- arm’s length Office of HMT – became statutory through FA 2016
- mix of HMT/HMRC and private sector expertise (up to 10 FTEs)
- Independent Board: Kathryn Cearns OBE (Chair), Bill Dodwell (Tax Director)
- latest Annual Report published 21 July 2020

What we do and how we do it
- ‘challenge tax complexity to help all users of the tax system’
- work collaboratively with HMT, HMRC and KAI
- proactively engage with private sector tax people, businesses and individuals

We advise - we do not implement 
- much of our work is formally commissioned by the Chancellor
- some of our work is self-generated
- all of it is published



Our strategic goals



IT/NICs alignment (March and November)

VAT (October)

Depreciation and Capital Allowances (June)
HMRC’s Guidance (October)
Inheritance Tax #1 (November)

Simplifying everyday tax for smaller businesses (May)
Inheritance Tax #2 (July)
Taxation and Life Events (October)
Reporting and Paying Tax for self-employed people and landlords (October)

Claims and elections (October)
Capital gains tax (November)

Capital Gains Tax Part 2
Pre-population and third party data

OTS reports 

2016
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021 



CGT - Simplifying by design  



Headline findings  
The OTS’s extensive consultation revealed a range of areas in which 

Capital Gains Tax is counter-intuitive and creates odd incentives. Some 
respondents argued that Capital Gains Tax is a barrier to economic 
growth, others that it is a barrier to a more equitable society. 

The stated principles and role of Capital Gains Tax have varied over the last 
50 years as political priorities, economic condition and the needs of the 
Exchequer have changed.

The report goes on to set out a framework of policy choice within which 
government could consider simplifying the design of Capital Gains Tax:

1. Rates and boundaries

2. Annual Exempt Amount

3. Interaction with lifetime gifts and Inheritance Tax

4. Business reliefs



Rates and thresholds 



Annual Exempt Amount 

Frequency of net gains up to £15,000 for tax year 2017-18



Interaction with gifts and Inheritance tax 

Illustration of how both or no taxes can arise with Capital Gains Tax and Inheritance Tax



Interaction with gifts and Inheritance tax 

There is a policy judgement for government to make about the extent to 
which Capital Gains Tax reliefs should be used to seek to stimulate 
business investment and risk-taking.

The OTS considers that Business Asset Disposal Relief is mistargeted if its 
objective is to stimulate business investment and risk-taking. The 
government should, having regard to pensions policy more broadly, 
consider replacing Business Asset Disposal Relief with a relief more 
focused on retirement.

The government should abolish Investors Relief.



CGT – technical and administrative matters 



Part two: areas of interest - individuals

Main residence relief – is it understood, too complicated esp. around 
absences, nomination rules, use of home, completion vs contract, 
common definitions with SDLT?

Separation and divorce – longer period needed

Chattels – broader definition with defined exclusions – or not worth 
bothering with

Flat management companies owned by leaseholders

EIS improvements



Administration

30 day reporting 

Standalone capital gains tax return, including link to personal tax account

Losses – claims, carry-forward in returns or the personal tax account

Awareness of CGT

Business

Business sales – earnouts, warranty payments

Treatment of debt

Practical issues with BADR

Practical issues with rollover/holdover relief

Agriculture

Part two: areas of interest – administration and 
business



Partnerships

Trading vs. investment generally 

Clearances

Reorganisation reliefs

Part two: areas excluded



Claims and Elections
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